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“Little Black Bird, as long as you successfully seduce Mickey Mouse, I will definitely not mistreat you in 

the future! When we return to the Linghua faction, I will bring you to a restaurant to eat whatever you 

want,” Yun Chujiu said with a smile. 

 

Little Black Bird immediately nodded its little head happily and agreed. It then cried out towards the 

hole that Little Black Rat had crawled into. 

 

After a while, Little Black Rat crawled out of the hole and glared at Little Black Bird fiercely. 

 

Little Black Bird jumped in front of Little Black Rat and it thought it was going to fight again. It stared at 

Little Black Bird vigilantly and was ready to rush up and bite it at any time. 

 

Little Black Rat did not expect that Little Black Bird would shamelessly flap its wings and dance around 

on the spot. 

 

This action not only confused Little Black Rat, but even Yun Chujiu and the others were dumbfounded. 

 

Yun Chujiu thought to herself, Little Black Bird is really shameless! It had to be said it had learned well 

from its master, and it was better than her. 

 

After Little Black Rat was stunned, it looked at Little Black Bird with relish. It had always been alone so it 

was inevitable that it felt lonely. 

 

A few days ago, when it saw that the tailless mountain rats were somewhat similar to it, it wanted to get 

close to them. However, it did not expect that it would be treated as a different species and the entire 

group would chase after it. If it was not for Yun Chujiu, it would have died. 

 



Now that it saw that the Little Black Bird was so friendly, it forgot about the unhappiness from before. It 

happily pushed a piece of ore in front of Little Black Bird. 

 

Little Black Bird was very pleased with itself. Hmph, there was nothing that I could not handle! This 

fellow had completely learned the essence of Yun Chujiu’s deceit and even had ore offered to it. It was 

as if it wanted to make friends with Yun Chujiu without expecting anything in return. 

 

This was the first time in so many years that Little Black Rat had received such warmth. In just half a day, 

it was inseparable from Little Black Bird. 

 

Yun Chujiu touched her chin. She did not know if the Little Black Rat was male or female. If it was 

female, Little Black Bird would probably kidnap it in the future. It was too easy to fool. 

 

In the next few days, the Little Black Rat would go outside every morning to investigate the situation. 

Although Su Yanran and the others had searched this place, they did not expect that there was another 

world under the stone wall. Therefore, they left after looking around and finding nothing. 

 

After some discussion with the group, Yun Chujiu decided to stay here as a precaution until the trial 

period of the Ancient Mine was over and they were sent out. 

 

The relationship between Little Black Rat and Little Black Bird was getting better. At first, Little Black Bird 

did not have good intentions, but it was also lonely. As time passed, Little Black Rat and Little Black Bird 

had developed feelings for each other for real, and the two of them were inseparable. 

 

Time flew by. The next day was the last day of the month. Yun Chujiu started to pull in the net. 

 

“Mickey Mouse, tonight you and Little Black Bird have fun. Because tomorrow we will be teleported out. 

You two will never see each other again.” Yun Chujiu had a wolf-like smile on her face. 

 

Little Black Rat was stunned at first, then looked at Little Black Bird. 



 

Little Black Bird drooped its wings, nodded its little head, and cried a few times. 

 

Little Black Rat immediately became dispirited, and its bright black eyes became dim, with a lonely look 

on its face. 

 

Yun Chujiu was secretly happy, and said with a smile, “Mickey Mouse, there is a way for you two to be 

together for a long time. It depends on whether you are willing to do it or not.” 

 

Feng Ming and the other two stood at the side and lit a candle for Little Black Rat in their hearts. Looking 

at Little Black Rat’s reluctant appearance, it was most likely that it would be successfully tempted by 

Junior Sister Little Jiu. They had finally opened their eyes. There was actually such a way to tame a 

spiritual pet! 

 


